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• Practical considerations
  - Tradeoff between achieving the full range of basic resources for Amharic and achieving a more limited range for multiple languages

• Political considerations
• National needs and goals
• Ethiopian regional needs and goals
• International needs and goals
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• Becoming aware of what’s already going on
• Avoiding duplication of efforts
• Dividing and conquering
• Communicating within the community
• Role of new IT PhD: centralization of computational work on Ethiopian languages
• Common data repository (DY’s site?)
• Coordinating committee
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Agree on standards

- Grammars
- Morphological and POS categories
- Data format
- Romanization
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- Countries with multiple “disadvantaged” languages
  - South Africa
  - India
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  - ከአለባች አይለላም። *na barbaachisa.* ‘I need (it).’
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- Morphology
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- Lexicon
  - የልልታለኝ የልደ ከል ሲል እለል። ከabača. ‘I need (it).’
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- Ethiopia as a language area
- Morphology
  - Semitic: passive, causative, frequentative, combinations
  - Oromo: passive, causative, frequentative, combinations
- Lexicon
  - ለስፈልገኛል። ይለልኝ። na barbaachisa. ‘I need (it).’
  - ለስማማ ከሉማ። ... ከሉማ። ... hinhafu. ‘He’ll probably come.’
  - መጥቶ ከላውቅም። ... ከላውቅም። ... hinbeeku. ‘He has never come.’
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- Ethiopia as a language area
- Morphology
  - Semitic: passive, causative, frequentative, combinations
  - Oromo: passive, causative, frequentative, combinations
- Lexicon
  - የልስፈልጋጉ። ላን የልልእ። na barbaachisa. ‘I need (it).’
  - ከፍው ከእቁሮ። ... ከእርፍ ይ። ... hinhafu. ‘He’ll probably come.’
  - ከም ከእቁሮ። ... ከእልእ ይ። ... hinbeeku. ‘He has never come.’
- Sharing algorithms, code
- Using a language with more resources to bootstrap work on other languages
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• Provide focus and encourage collaboration across groups
• Health applications
• Rural development applications
• Small business applications
• Educational applications: computer-assisted language instruction, intelligent tutoring
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• Creation of bilingual corpora through human-machine collaboration, with increasing machine involvement as the MT systems learn to become more sophisticated
• Wikis where language experts can edit and discuss translations, providing feedback to MT system, as well as more bilingual texts